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Connie Kerbs 
 

 

 Connie used to attend Spokane Authors and Self-Publishers meetings in the days when we 

met at Old Country Buffet.  She has recently rediscovered our organization and has joined again. 

 

 Visit Connie at: www.conniekerbs.com  or www.finereadspress.com.  
 

Continue below for information about Connie’s books. 
(Includes Amazon™/Kindle™ ASIN codes) 

 

Paths of Fear                                        B017Z1EQT8 0996966110 

  

 Paths of Fear is a unique anthology which explores that 

universal and misunderstood experience we call fear.  This enjoyable 

read is part psychological, part informational, and all inspirational.  It 

is largely personal narrative with a sprinkling of poetry and all 

entertainment.  Paths of Fear explores a broad range of fears from 

that which manifests in screams of sheer terror, to that immobilizing, 

fear-ridden freeze we all understand.  This survey sheds light on that 

deep, dark discouragement that reminds us of how we might fall short 

or "fail.”  It exposes furtive beliefs sometimes rooted in us that we, 

"aren’t enough;” a destructive idea cultivated in toxic environments 

which erode us from the inside out.  Thought-provoking narratives 

highlight the many faces of fear with the sensitivity and insight of real 

experience.  A wide variety of real-life examples are offered up on 

http://www.conniekerbs.com/
http://www.finereadspress.com/


how others have dealt with fearful things and fearful places in life.  Some of these circumstances 

have called for a long endurance, with dignity and grace; others required a special kind of strength 

and defiance.  All are examples of facing fear, on one’s own terms, inspiring in their own right. 

 This part psychological survey, part self-help, and part spiritual essay spotlights the true 

antidote to fear - love, of one kind or another.  Secularly accessible, but decidedly faith-

based, Paths of Fear de-masks the monsters of circumstance and sheds light on some of the darker 

recesses of life experience.  It is a pleasing, poignant reveal of courage, faith, and modern 

knowledge balanced with age-old wisdom.  Paths of Fear encourages us to rely on our best, 

healthy sense of true self, and a heartfelt love for others.  It's a collection to inspire readers down 

paths of faith and hope and to encourage anyone through trials of fear they must overcome. 
 

Whatsoever Things                             B07L8J8QK7  099696617X 

 

  

 Whatsoever Things, the first title of the inspirational Vera's 

Verses series, is a celebration of the poetic prose that is biblical 

scripture.  This aesthetic collection of winsome, wisdom, and 

inspiration will enchant, delight and encourage readers of all ages.  

Beautiful vintage images of birds grace each cameo with a perch, nest 

or flight - giving a precious moment of uplifting (and even some 

humorous) pause and reflection. 
 

 

 

 

A Season For All Things                                    
1736741926 

  

 A Season For All Things: A Little Theme of Faith & Inspiration 

With Wings was inspired by King Solomon of the Old Testament.  

Both the book and the passages it highlights remind us to be patient 

and trust in God's timing and purposes as we move through life's 

various ups and downs. 

 



What is a Camel?                                B091DFCCQG 0996966196 

 What is a Camel?  Emmah and Ellah, "best friends," make a new 

discovery!  Then, Emmah decides to have a little fun with her 

elephant friend's surprise reaction to seeing the strange shape of a 

camel!  The games and mayhem continue, all while young readers 

practice their days of the week, animal habitat-vocabulary words, and 

basic camel facts made fun!  Readers also get a fun inside peek at the 

relationship between "best friends," Emmah and Ellah, all while their 

imaginations are inspired in the "imaginary friend zone." 

 

 

 

 

 

The Giraffe Gaffe                                               173674190X 

  The Giraffe Gaffe: Emmah and "friends," continue their 

fun and games in this next installment of the Little Emmah's Big 

Friends Series.  Young readers will enjoy the simple story and 

backdrop of colorful pictures so much, they might not even 

realize how much this little book is bursting with fun learning.  

From famous landmarks, to animal characteristics sure to offer 

joyful recognition as well as add to any young reader's 

vocabulary of animal facts, habitats, and characteristics.  As with 

all the books in this smart, engaging and educational series, 

readers will be inspired to imagine, play, and interact in natural, 

easy ways that are so important for children.  The series 

inherently encourages a joyful curiosity and appreciation for the wonders of the natural and 

animal world - of which every young reader will eventually be a custodian of. 
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